
Drive maximum efficiency in your print 
manufacturing process 

NAVIGA PUBLISHER

Focus on the content while 
enabling your newsroom to 
drive higher efficiencies and 
save on manufacturing costs

Single Print 
Button to drive 

automated print 
manufacturing 

workflows

Automate and integrate traditional publishing operations  

Naviga Publisher, powered by Sophi.
io, an artificial intelligence system by 
The Globe and Mail, is a smart-based 
content management system which 
automates print manufacturing and 
ePaper publishing. Built using the 
industry’s only smart AI/ML technology 
for print automation, Naviga Publisher 
empowers newsrooms to drive 
efficiencies, save on manufacturing 
costs and dedicate more resources to 
driving overall content creation. 

Content 
Dashboard drives 
digital insights to 

print channel

Ad-stack 
Reconciliation 
ensures ads are 

properly placed with 
right content

Template editor 
provides a unique 

and consistent 
look & feel 

Smart Update 
enables late 

breaking news 
or last minute 

updates 

22% of total effort to 
deliver a newspaper 
is involved with page 

layout and copy-fitting



Let’s talk about what Naviga 
can do for your business.
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Five steps to a fully automated print edition

Deliver a consistant, brand-driven look & feel of your paper

Naviga Publisher was designed to deliver a reliable, fully autonomous version of your paper 
without sacrificing the look and feel that your readers have come to know and love. The platform’s 
reliable, smart technology enables publishers to deliver great content without compromising on 
layout quality. Templatized layouts can easily be set up through an automated layout and design 
process.

The Blueprint Builder feature is trained to mimic a newsroom’s unique practices, rules, and 
approach of their specific brand.  

The Block Builder feature utilizes Adobe InDesign server technology to apply a newsroom’s 
typographic styles and ensure all elements of a story are properly measured and sized.  

The Page Builder feature also utilizes Adobe InDesign server technology to accurately render the 
blueprints into full PDFs and InDesign editable files.

NAVIGA PUBLISHER

Select articles for 
the Print edition 

Press the 
Newspaper  

Button

Blockbuilder 
will measure 
stories, total 

column length 
and headline 
alternatives 

Blueprint 
engine will 

calculate and 
curate the 

layout of the 
newspaper

Pagebuilder 
creates camera- 

ready papers 
delivered as 

InDesign files
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